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Customers often find it easier to purchase an offering or package, 
than an unlimited service provision on an hourly/daily basis. This is 

one of the reasons I developed the Brand Coaching Programme.  Build 
your off-the-shelf offering to give your customers a start point.

Offering Name:

Who is it for? This is your avatar - the person and company you’re targeting

Pain Points What is your avatar facing?
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Risks if they don’t take action

Your Solution To their problem

Success Factors What success will they see from your solution?
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Costs to You Include your preparation, delivery, and reflection time

Features, Benefits etc. What does your offering include

Cost to Client As much detail as you can - your client doesn’t see this

Offerings
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Other elements to consider
Many of these are written for consideration by those taking part in 
my Brand Coaching Programme, however they should be of use to all.

Why am I offering this?

Check your Brand Pyramid for inspiration

This is a quick reflection on motives but also consideration of what 
you’re bringing to the table.

How am I communicating it?

Your archetype can be of use here

Supportive friend? Authorititive expert? Our approach dictates how 
we structure the offering.

What else is on offer?

Go back to week 3’s competition analysis

Your clients are unlikely looking ONLY at your offerings.  So what 
are they experiencing in that search? How should you adapt?

How will they perceive this?

Your Positioning work and Elements of Value should help on this

We need to ensure your offer matches your positioning.  What are the 
advantages of your position?  How can you meet their pain/purpose?
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